Eglinton Village Orienteering

In Orienteering you use a map to navigate around a pre-set course in the fastest possible time.
This is a simplified version of orienteering to help people explore the village, have fun outdoors
and learn about map reading.
Use the map to navigate to the various control points and answer the questions by circling the
correct answer once you find the location. I small purple dot has been added in small circles to
show the exact location.
You do not have to do it in order and there are no flags/ checkpoints. I can send you the
answers once you finished. Please take care crossing roads etc. Have Fun!!
1. What do the identical traffic signs say on either side of the lane?
GIVE WAY

SLOW

30

2. The tree on the south side of the lane is an oak tree. What type of tree is on the north side of
the lane?
Chestnut

Sycamore

Beech

3. Look at the plaque on the bridge? In what year did the village become known as Eglinton?
1847

1858

1839

4. On the back gate of the primary there is a sign. What 2 colours make up the kite on the sign?
Yellow/ Green

Purple/ White

Red/ Yellow

5. What date is above the red door of the house?
1814

1824

1834

6. How many yellow warning signs are on this small building? (power supply building). Look on all
sides.
1

2

3

7. What letter is written on the small yellow sign?
B

H

W

8. What number is on the concrete lamp post?
1

2

3

9. What famous singer’s name is clearly displayed on this house?
Laddy GaGa

Gareth Brooks

Elvis Presley

10. What number is written on the lamp post?
29

19

9

A salt box

A traffic warning

11. What is the yellow plastic box?
A bin

12. What colour of rope was used to make the old rope swings? Look up in the trees, there’s not
much rope left these days. Note: forest paths have not been accurately mapped.
Blue

Orange

White

